
in Proceedings of the Seventh International Conference on Advanced Robotics, Sant Feliu de Guixols, Spain, 1995, pp. 63-70.Hybrid Motion Control by IntegratingDeliberative and Reactive StrategiesJianwei Zhang, Alois KnollFaculty of Technology, University of Bielefeld,33501 Bielefeld, Germanyphone: ++49-521-106-5325; fax: ++49-521-106-2962;e-mail: zhang(knoll)@techfak.uni-bielefeld.deAbstract|This paper �rst discusses two strategies for con-trolling robot motions: planning under pre-described models,and reactive local control by evaluating sensor information. Ahybrid control concept is then introduced to integrate both thedeliberative and the reactive strategies so that a priori knowl-edge can be e�ciently utilised and on-line sensor data inte-grated. Based on subgoals for guiding global motion directions,this concept can be decomposed into three components: sub-goal planning, subgoal interpolation and subgoal-guided planexecution. Means of realising these components are briey de-scribed. Simulation with examples for both manipulators andmobile robots demonstrates the feasibility of this concept.I. IntroductionThis work aims at combining advantages of bothdeliberative and reactive strategies to realise the task-level programming of robot motions. Since the end ofthe 1970's, computer scientists, control engineers andmathematicians have begun to investigate the prob-lem of autonomous robot motions. This whole theme,including o�-line planning of geometric paths for anenvironment model as well as on-line generation ofcontinuous motion parameters for each individual ac-tuator, can be generally summarised as the motioncontrol problem. An important part, path planningin completely known environments, has been thor-oughly discussed and a series of approaches have beenproposed. Overviews of this research area are givenin [12], [7], and [4]. In [12] path planning is de�nedas the \mover's problem" or \FINDPATH problem"and further discussed from the viewpoint of computergraphics. Latombe's book [7] gives an introductionto this research area and the detailed mathemati-cal formulation of diverse topics and di�erent solu-tions. Huang and Ahuja [4] summarises work in pathplanning for mobile robots, manipulators and mul-tiple robots. Nevertheless, several problems relatedto real robot applications, such as sensor-based solu-tions and on-line dynamic generation of trajectories,are not fully covered.Pure geometric path planning in known environ-ments is a deliberative strategy. This theme area re-lates closely with problems of space division and rep-resentation, search strategies and complexity analy-sis. Path planning in high-dimensional spaces needsrelatively intensive computations based on topologi-cal and/or geometrical representations. As a basicconcept, con�guration space (c-space) [8] is intro-

duced to describe the product space of the subspacesconstructed by each degree of freedom of a robot.Generally speaking, the advantages of the delibera-tive strategy can be summarised as follows:� A connectivity network serves as a map for robotmotion so that the geometric optimal path canbe planned based on the overview of the totallyreachable space.� Based on a general-purpose map, collision-freepaths can be found between any pair of givenpoints.However, this strategy possesses the following un-avoidable disadvantages:� A complete environment model must be avail-able - a demand which cannot be ful�lled in mostreal applications.� The �ne division of the c-space causes an expo-nential growth of collision-free cells, while the in-exibility of the possible path modi�cation stra-tegy also increases.� External sensors cannot be integrated during theexecution of a path plan.In contrast to the deliberative strategy, the reac-tive strategy generally regards path planning as alocal feedback control problem, for which a real-timesolution should be found. A local environment modeland up-to-date sensor data are utilised as input infor-mation. Aspects of the sensory and control systemsin the real world, like model incompleteness, data un-exectness and execution failure, must be taken intoaccount. The task of local motion control is to deter-mine the motion parameters for driving all the actua-tors by evaluating the up-to-date local information aswell as a pre-described path. Two important meth-ods falling under the reactive strategy are potential�eld and fuzzy control. Based on the concept of arti�-cial potential �eld, algorithms for collision-avoidancefor both manipulators and mobile robots have beendeveloped, e.g. [1] and [5]. Fuzzy control, which isbased on theories of fuzzy sets, linguistic variablesand generalised modus ponens, shows itself increas-ingly as a promising tool for local motion control ofrobots, [3], [13] and [9]. The main advantages of thereactive strategy are:



� Dynamic aspects of the environment can be con-sidered since a structural modelling of obstaclesbecomes unnecessary and sensor data can be di-rectly applied to determine the robot path.� Approaches with this control strategy are rela-tively fast, since in most cases only limited localinformation is processed.Its main disadvantages are:� The so-called \dead-lock" problem can occur sincethe robot doesn't possess map-reading abilityand moves rather \short-sightedly".� The optimal solution of the robot motion canbe achieved only with di�culty since the lack ofglobal information can easily lead to ine�cientmotions.Practical application of a robot system in the realworld demands not only e�cient usage of prior in-formation about the environment but also an on-linesuboptimal solution with the ability to modify tra-jectory and integrate sensors. Brooks has proposedthe \subsumption" control architecture consisting ofparallel distributed components and applied it to themobile robot control, [2]. However, task-level pro-gramming cannot be fully realised with such an ar-chitecture. Quinlan and Khatib [10] proposed theElastic Bands approach for integrating path planningand control. An elastic band is generated by a plan-ner and can be deformed in real time to avoid movingobstacles. This work describes only the implementa-tion for a mobile robot.In the next section, a hybrid concept for motioncontrol is introduced and the basic ideas of this hy-brid control strategy are described. Sections III, IVand V explains procedures for realising three compo-nents of this concept, respectively, subgoal planning,subgoal interpolation and subgoal-guided plan execu-tion. Section VI summarises the work and discussesthe future work.II. A Concept for Integrating PathPlanning and Trajectory GenerationA. Subgoal-Based Motion Control SchemeA hybrid architecture describing our integrated con-cept for robot motion control is shown in Fig. 1. Anelementary motion command like \move from posi-tion s to position g" is input. The task of the o�-linemodule subgoal planning is to generate a sequence ofcritical points as subgoals among the static obstacles.Some properties of subgoals are explained in II.B,and the generation of subgoals for a mobile robot de-scribed in III. To realise robot motion along the sub-goals, the motion environment can be further clas-si�ed into two types: completely- or incompletely-modelled environment according to whether unmod-elled objects appear during en route motion.
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Fig. 1. Integrated consideration of motion control problemIn a completely-modelled environment, a trajec-tory speci�ed with motion parameters like velocity,acceleration, etc. can be generated with high qual-ity since it can be directly applied to drive actua-tors. Given a trajectory type and robot dynamics,the task of subgoal interpolation is to compute trajec-tories ful�lling certain criteria, such as smooth andtime-optimal. The trajectory generated is regardedas a target trajectory which is then tracked by com-paring with the real-values of the motion parameters.During on-line control, not only internal but alsoexternal sensors are evaluated. Situation evaluationcompares the model data and the on-line dynamicsensor data, and provides information on whether asubgoal is realisable or new subgoals should be re-planned. To approach realisable subgoals, the localneighbouring subgoal data and several system vari-ables for general system estimations are input intosubgoal approaching. Based on a real-time control al-gorithm,motion parameters are generated for drivingactuators.B. Introduction of SubgoalsFor applications in a dynamic environment, themotion executor does not need exact geometric pathsprovided by the planner since some of the path po-sitions may have to be modi�ed due to dynamic ob-stacles and the imprecise modelling of some staticobjects. What is most useful for the on-line motionexecution is not a detailed geometric path but a setof critical points, e.g. where a robot has to changeits direction relatively sharply in order to arrive atthe next subgoal position. These critical points arecalled subgoals. The idea of generating subgoals isto use them for globally guiding the robot motionand still leaving some freedom for the plan executorto react on uncertainties. Subgoals should ful�ll thefollowing two conditions:



� Subgoals are collision-free positions;� A straight line connecting a pair of adjacent sub-goals should have no intersections with the sta-tionary obstacles.The execution of an exact motion plan often cannotbe adhered to. In fact, due to the uncertain proper-ties of the environment and robot execution, it doesnot make much sense to force the robot to move toeach planned position exactly. Therefore, the degreeof approach of the robot to a subgoal q can be de-�ned by a fuzzy measure instead of an exact numer-ical measure. See Fig. 2 with the following linguisticterms: AF: approaching and far, AN: approachingand near, Z: subgoal reached, L: leaving.
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1Fig. 2. Description of variable Approaching with fuzzy setsThe main di�erences between a subgoal and a �nalgoal of robot motions are the following:� A subgoal should be much easier to reach thana �nal goal;� The robot usually moves continuously through asubgoal point while it stops at a �nal point;� A subgoal can be exibly generated and mustnot be traversed exactly, while a �nal goal is as-sumed to be �xed and should be exactly reached;� A subgoal can be abandoned.The number of subgoals is determined by howmanysubgoals should at least be generated to avoid col-lisions. If the free-space is large and has a simplestructure (meaning there are only a few obstacles re-stricting the robot motion), then only a small num-ber of subgoals will be generated. Otherwise, if therobot has to avoid many obstacles or move withinvery narrow spaces, a large number of subgoals willbe created.III. Planning Subgoals for the ExistingModelsGiven the a priori obstacle and robot model, aglobal map for subgoal planning can be built up. Inthis map, a search method can be applied to �nd aroute for guiding the global motion direction. Initialsubgoals are generated along this route, leading toa subgoal sequence for further smoothing and adap-tation in local areas, see Fig. 3. Such a planningprocess has been used for both mobile robots and ar-ticular robot arms, briey described in the followingtwo subsections.
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a subgoal sequenceFig. 3. Procedures for planning subgoalsA. Planning Based on a Tangent-GraphThe subgoal planning problem for mobile robotsis simpli�ed to a 2-D case by representing the robotas a disc with radius r. Although 3-D subgoal plan-ning is theoretically solvable, it is computationallyexpensive and thus unsuitable for on-line replanning.The dynamic characteristics of the environment alsomake the exact computation of subgoals unnecessary.Obstacles are assumed to be described as polygons.They are enlarged by a constant distance r. Therobot is then reduced to its reference point.In this procedure, edges and sharp vertices of thesepolygons are extended by r and the intersection pointsare computed as the new vertices of the enlarged ob-stacles. After that, planning subgoals consists of �nd-ing a sequence of straight lines connecting the startand goal points with the shortest distance, which donot intersect the enlarged obstacles. This problemcan be best solved by searching a Tangent-graph (T-graph), a simpli�ed V-graph, see [15]. The number ofarcs in a T-graph is considerably reduced by eliminat-ing non-convex edges and non-tangential lines fromthe corresponding V-graph. An example of a T-graphis shown in Fig. 4. The dotted lines are the arcs ofthe T-graph.
Fig. 4. A T-Graph of enlarged obstaclesThe A*-algorithm is used to search for a globalroute in the T-graph since it can �nd the shortestpath if a path exists. The nodes of the found short-est path from a start position s to a goal positiong are a sequence of vertices of the enlarged obsta-cles. They are viewed as the subgoals for guidingthe global direction of the robot motion and can be



represented as a sequence:< q0 = s;q1;q2; : : : ;qm = g > :B. Planning Based on C-Nets for Robot ArmsTo build up a global map for a robot arm, thefree-space of the c-space is divided according to itstopological structure. Such a topological division fora robot with multiple rotational joints is complexdue to the transformation of obstacles from Carte-sian space to c-space. An algorithm for this has beendeveloped in [16], with which the free-space can be di-vided into �nite empty-blocks. If each empty-block isregarded as a node, the neighbourhood of two nodescan be checked by whether they possess a commonboundary. A Characteristic Net (C-net) can be con-structed by linking all the neighbouring nodes.A simple example with a two-dimensional robotarm illustrates the principle of the algorithm. A rod-chain consists of rod 1 and rod 2 which can rotate on aplane. Their lengths r1; r2 are assumed equal. Theirrotation ranges are �1 = �2 = [0; 2�). In Fig. 5, thisrobot model and two disc-obstacles are depicted. Theleft �gure of Fig. 6 shows the division of the c-space�1��2. The original obstacles are transformed intoc-space obstacles (the black regions). The verticalsegments represent the division lines, Bnm the empty-blocks after the division. The C-net at the right ofFig. 6 explains clearly the topological structure of thefree-space.
Fig. 5. A rod-chain and obstacles in the work spaceGiven a start and a goal position, a sequence ofempty-blocks is searched in the C-net and is calleda route. To determine geometrical subgoals along aroute, it is possible that certain new subgoals shouldbe generated. An approach is proposed which workslike pulling a rubber-band, Fig. 7.The subgoal generation process in another exam-ple with the same robot model but a more complexenvironment is shown in Fig. 8. This algorithm isalso implemented for the three-dimensional c-space(for the gross motion) of the PUMA-type robot. SeeFig. 9 for an example.
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q k1 Bk∈Fig. 7. Generation of new subgoals in local areaC. Subgoal AdaptationSubgoals generated by the above processes are re-garded as initial subgoal points. They can be fur-ther adjusted to adapt in the local areas as shownin Fig. 10. There are many factors which inuencethe determination of the subgoal locations. Such adecision-making process is non-linear. Fortunately,many of these factors can only be described linguis-tically in heuristics. Several examples are discussedin the following:
Fig. 8. Subgoal generation process in a 2D c-space
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IV. Trajectory Generation in aCompletely-Modelled EnvironmentSince distances between subgoals are usually dif-ferent, Non-Uniform-B-Splines (subsequently calledB-splines for brevity) are the most suitable modelfor the interpolation task, [16]. Based on a set of ba-sis functions, control points (or de Boor points) arecomputed from the data points to be interpolated.The basis functions and these control points specifya unique smooth curve.A. Problem RepresentationAssume that m data points q0;q1; : : : ;qm shouldbe interpolated. The following well-ordered param-eter values are de�ned for the basis functions of theB-Splines of order k:t0 < t1 < : : : < tm < : : : < tm+kThese parameter values are called knots. The nor-malised basis functions are denoted as Nj;k (see [16]for their computation). A B-spline curve of order kcan be constructed by blending a set of control pointswith the basis functions:q(t) = mXj=0 vjNj;k(t); (1)t 2 [tk�1; tm+1](1) is a piecewise de�ned polynomial of degree k�1. It describes the curve course in each coordinateof the trajectory in the n-dimensional c-space overparameter t.The control points vj are normally not identicalwith the data points for the interpolation, but canbe determined by solving an equation system. Fordetails see [16].B. Dynamic ConstraintsThe boundary of the minimal motion time of asub-trajectory qij(t) is determined by the robot mo-tion capacity represented by the dynamic parametersof all actuators of each DOF. For DOF i, these con-straints can be represented as follows:j _qij(t)j � _qimax (2)j�qij(t)j � �qimax (3)juij(t)j � uimax (4)where i (i = 1; : : : ; n) is the DOF index, j (j =1; : : : ;m) represents the index of the sub-trajectory,and ui is the torque of DOF i.C. Implementation and ExamplesTo generate a smooth trajectory through a subgoalsequence, the parameters of a spline curve, which can



be interpreted as the travel time between the neigh-bouring subgoals, are initialised. This trajectory canbe further optimised by adjusting these parametersaccording to di�erent criteria like motion time, con-sumed energy, etc. (Fig. 12). An extra module isemployed to detect explicitly the possible local min-ima and local collisions. The principle for detectinglocal minima is described in [16]. If local collisionsare detected and some points should be adjusted, amodule \subgoal modi�cation" which works also withthe \rubber-band-pulling" principle is called. In thiscase, the trajectory generation process will be re-peated again. The computation cost depends on theprecision needed to reach optimality. Therefore, atrade-o� between optimality and computation timeshould be made.
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ecution of a trajectory was a control problem con-cerning the arbitrary combination of arbitrarilymanysubgoals. It would be very di�cult to use the sub-goal sequence directly to construct the control spacedue to the variable and possibly very large dimension.Fortunately, such a control problem can be reducedto a treatable dimension through the following modelconversion process (Fig. 16).
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wards the robot. Curves 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 correspond tothe robot trajectory when the moving object movesfrontally to the robot or with a deviation of 20, 40,60, and 80 degrees.
Fig. 17. Avoiding an unanticipated objectFig. 18 shows the trajectory of the robot in anenvironment with static and dynamic obstacles.

Fig. 18. Motion among static obstacles and an unanticipated ob-ject VI. Conclusions and DiscussionsA. Evaluation of This ConceptIn this hybrid control concept, the problem of pathplanning and plan execution is solved hierarchically.In the subgoal planning level, only the connectivitystructure of the free-space is interesting. With thehelp of the T-graph method for mobile robots andC-net method for a robot arm, a global route consist-ing of subgoals can be e�ciently found by neglectingsome geometrical details. In the subgoal interpola-tion process, smooth trajectories can be e�cientlygenerated and modi�ed. They can be further opti-mised according to di�erent cost functions. With thefuzzy control approach, the o�-line modelled environ-ment data and the on-line perceived sensor data canbe fully utilised. The local motion controller imple-mented with fuzzy rules demonstrates a robust solu-tion for the motion execution in partly-known envi-ronments. On-line collisions can be avoided by thereactive controller in real-time.In this way, the e�cency of a planner can be en-hanced. Through planning gross subgoals, only the



data which are really demanded for motion execu-tion are generated. The planning time can be thenreduced. By introducing the fuzzy representation,subgoals can be generated exibly and adapted tolocal environments. In the plan execution, the ro-bustness of the motion controller can be enhancedsince it possesses a certain freedom to react to thedynamic changes of the environment with help fromthe sensor information.Simulation results show that trajectories generatedby splines generally possess smoother pro�les thanthe one generated by a fuzzy controller, and the plan-ning results can be directly sent to conventional robotcontrollers. The reason is that the information forsubgoal interpolation with splines is global and com-plete. Additionally, the interpolation and optimisa-tion algorithms are easily extendable to any high-dimensional c-spaces. However, the ability to inte-grate sensor data and the real-time property distin-guish fuzzy control as an important tool for realis-ing this concept in an incompletely-modelled envi-ronment.B. Future WorkIn this work, planning, optimisation and fuzzy con-trol have been integratively considered. It would beinteresting to investigate to integrate other intelli-gent computing methods. Apparently, computationin state space as well as fuzzy control only cover partof the control approaches which emulate the humanthinking and behaviour models. Research results inseveral neighbouring areas, such as parallel comput-ing and neural networks, can also be useful for therobot motion control problem.In order to accelerate the computation- and memory-intensive processes of the subgoal planning, massiveparallel connective computer architecture can be ap-plied. The free-space representation can be dividedinto �nite parts. Similarly the trajectory computa-tion can be performed in each single subspace of thec-space. For subgoal computation, a distributed rep-resentation of the c-space and a distributed compu-tation can be designed so that an optimal solutioncan be realised in real-time.The cooperation of multiple fuzzy behaviours wasshown with the example of \subgoal approaching"and \local collision-avoidance". An attractive ex-tension of this concept would be the investigation ofthe collision-free and e�cient blending of several be-haviours, such as subgoal approaching, local collision-avoidance, following another robot, �ne manipula-tion, etc. which can be separately developed and op-timised. A general solution could be achieved withhelp of a non-linear model. Neural networks couldbe a suitable tool to model, train and optimise sucha blending function.
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